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Apple says the iPad Pro is
capable of running thirdparty business apps and
could enhance “professional
productivity.”

With iPad Pro, Apple Pushes
Further Into the Enterprise
After forging alliances with IBM and Cisco and unveiling a businessready 12.9-in. tablet, Apple appears to be poised to make serious
inroads into the corporate market. BY KEN MINGIS

REUTERS/BECK DIEFENBACH

W

HEN IT unveiled

the new iPad Pro,
Apple effectively
dropped into
place the hardware piece of its
burgeoning enterprise strategy,
positioning the tablet as a potential go-to device for business.

The 12.9-in. tablet can be
ordered with a separate Appledesigned keyboard and stylus
(the vendor calls the latter the
“Apple Pencil”), placing the iPad
Pro in direct competition with
the Microsoft Surface Pro. That
alone would be enough to position the iPad Pro as businessworthy. But at the Sept. 9 unveiling, Apple made a concerted
effort to debunk the idea that an
iPad is mainly for content consumption. The event emphasized how the iPad could enhance worker productivity and
focused on new features, like a
split-screen view that lets users
run two apps simultaneously.
The new iPad was introduced only a couple of weeks
after Cisco pledged to help Apple sell more iPads and iPhones
to businesses and to “create a
fast lane for iOS business users
by optimizing Cisco networks
for iOS devices and apps, [integrating the iPhone] with Cisco
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enterprise environments and
[engaging in] unique collaboration on iPhone and iPad.”
Details about what the two
companies envision are scarce;
much less is known about this
deal than the Apple-IBM alliance announced last year, leaving analysts to speculate about

More workers are moving around,
but they still have [landline and
mobile phones]. Why not just
make one phone, with the mobile
phone emulating an IP phone?
PATRICK MOORHEAD, PRINCIPAL ANALYST,
MOOR INSIGHTS & STRATEGY

what Apple has in mind.
Patrick Moorhead, principal
analyst at Moor Insights & Strategy, saw some intriguing possibilities, including iPhones and
iPads replacing traditional office
telephony and video collaboration systems. “Most businesses
still have landline phones, al-

though many have moved from
PBX to IP-based phones,” he
said. “More workers are moving
around, but they still have two
types of phones, a landline and a
mobile. Why not just make one
phone, with the mobile phone
emulating an IP phone?”
Jan Dawson, principal analyst
at Jackdaw Research, said the
Cisco partnership could be a
way for Apple to sell more iPads.
Referring to last year’s IBM deal
and the more recent Cisco partnership, he said Apple is using
“salami tactics” (making inroads
slice by slice) to approach the
enterprise market.
Dawson and Moorhead
weighed in before Apple had actually announced the iPad Pro,
though speculation prior to the
unveiling indicated that a larger
iPad was imminent.
The iPad Pro doesn’t go on
sale until November and starts
at $799 for the version with
32GB of storage. The pricier

model has 128GB of storage and
costs $949, or $1,079 for users
who need cellular connectivity.
Add in the cost of the new Apple
Smart Keyboard ($169) and the
Apple Pencil ($99), and the bottom line can pass $1,300. That
puts the iPad Pro in the same
league as Apple’s MacBook, the
MacBook Air or a low-end MacBook Pro, reinforcing the notion
that it’s likely to be more attractive to business users than to
casual consumers.

‘Professional Productivity’
At the Apple event — which
also touted the new iPhone 6S
and 6S Plus — Apple marketing chief Phil Schiller talked up
“professional productivity” and
invited representatives of other
tech companies to demonstrate
how their tools could be used
on the iPad Pro.
First up was Microsoft’s Kirk
Koenigsbauer, corporate vice
president for Office 365 client
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apps and services. “At Microsoft, we’re focused on reinventing productivity to help people
do their best work anywhere
they’re working,” he said. “We
want to make it easy for anybody to create rich content and
documents using touch.”
Eric Snowden, director
of design for mobile apps at
Adobe, then showcased three
Adobe applications. He was followed by Irene Walsh, head of
design at medical apps maker
3D4Medical, who showed how
physicians could use the device.
Though Apple execs never

A larger iPad
[plays] into
[Apple’s]
corporate
strategy.
E ZRA GOT THEIL , ANALYST,
TECHNOLOGY BUSINESS
RESEARCH

explicitly called the iPad Pro
a business-centric device, the
pitch was clear.
“That’s what they normally
do,” said Carolina Milanesi, an
analyst at Kantar Worldpanel
ComTech. “They never mention the word enterprise, they
never label stuff.”

BETWEEN THE LINES | JOHN KLOSSNER

Part of a ‘Grand Plan’

Not surprisingly, Apple and Microsoft followers were quick to
note that Apple had taken a big
page from Microsoft’s Surface
Pro playbook — just as analysts
had expected.
“A larger iPad [would play]
into their corporate strategy of
interfacing with the back end
of business,” Ezra Gottheil of
Technology Business Research
had posited beforehand.
And Moorhead had noted
that “there will be two audiences for a larger iPad: First of
all, creative professionals, and
second of all, mainstream busi-

ness [workers] who would use
an iPad as a primary productivity device.”
An iPad Pro “is part of Apple’s grand plan for the next five
years,” he continued, stressing
the importance of Microsoft
Office to the iPad’s success.

“Office on the iPad is one of
the best things to happen to Apple,” Moorhead said, adding that
an iPad Pro with Office would
quickly be “enterprise ready.” u
GREGG KEIZER

contributed to

this story.
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is a Computerworld.com
contributing editor and the author of more
than 35 books, including How the Internet
Works (Que, 2006).
PRESTON GRALLA

Windows 10: Public Enemy No. 1,
Or an OS Like Any Other?
WHAT’S THE BIGGEST DANGER

we face today? A gyrating stock
market? Terrorism? The longrange health of our social safety
net? Donald Trump?
If you restrict your reading
to the tech press, it’s none of
the above. There you will see
that the one overriding threat
to our way of life is Windows
10. That’s right: An operating
system trumps terrorism, economic uncertainty and, well,
Trump. Since its release in late
July, Windows 10 has been accused of massive privacy viola-

tions, denounced by members
of the Russian parliament as a
tool of espionage, banned by
some file-sharing sites because
of concerns about privacy intrusions, and beset by allegations of violating federal HIPAA
health-privacy regulations.
And that’s just in the first
month.
The charges against Windows 10 have at their root
people’s justifiable fears about
threats to their privacy that
emerge when they use computers and browse the Inter-

net. Such fears have coalesced
around Windows 10 because
Microsoft has been a big, easy
target for decades.
The charges are overblown,
of course. Windows 10 isn’t
much different from other operating systems when it comes
to privacy. And you can easily
customize its settings to maximize your privacy.
Let’s start with the most outrageous claims. Nikolai Levichev, a deputy speaker in the
Duma, Russia’s lower house of
parliament, wrote a letter to

Russian Prime Minister Dmitry
Medvedev asking that Windows 10 be banned from use in
Russian government agencies
because it gathers too much
information about its users.
Two weeks before that, another
member of parliament, Vadim
Solovyov, asked for a government investigation into whether Windows 10 violates Russia’s
privacy laws and called Microsoft’s actions in releasing the
operating system “espionage.”
Although the Russians were
indulging in Trump-like dema-
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goguery, their charges weren’t
much different from those
made by many people online,
such as a writer on Slate who
called Windows 10 a “privacy
nightmare.”

Standard OS Procedure

Most of the issues have to do
with the default privacy settings in Windows 10, which fall
on the side of revealing more
information to Microsoft than
many people might want. For
example, Windows 10 assigns
an advertising ID to users, and
then uses that ID to deliver customized ads and information to
them. But the digital assistant
Cortana has to gather information about users in order to do
its work, such as reminding people about upcoming flights. All
this is not much different from
how other operating systems
and websites work. Advertising
IDs are commonplace. Apple’s

and Google’s digital assistants
need to gather information just
like Cortana does. And although
those features in Windows 10
can easily be turned off, Microsoft takes a big public hit.
Windows 10 also includes a
feature called Wi-Fi Sense that
lets people share bandwidth
on Wi-Fi networks with each
other. This little-understood
feature, turned on by default,
has raised fears that it will automatically share people’s passwords with friends and friends
of friends, leaving their home
networks open to hackers.
In fact, even with the feature
turned on, people have to take
active steps to share bandwidth
— nothing happens automatically. Encryption and other
features make it secure. And it
can easily be turned off.
As for the HIPAA-related
concerns, they have to do with
Windows 10 capturing your

typed and written input so that
it can provide suggestions as
you type, or improve handwriting recognition. Again, this is
commonplace on operating
systems and the Web. And in
Windows 10, the information
is anonymized and scrubbed of
identifiers, so it can’t be traced
to you. And you can turn that
feature off as well.
The bottom line is that Microsoft is held to a different
standard than other companies
even though Windows 10 collects the same type of information as other operating systems.
When Microsoft releases an operating system, it’s denounced

as a capitalist spy by Russia and
assailed for privacy invasions by
the tinfoil-hat crowd.
In fairness, part of this is
Microsoft’s doing. Windows 10
shouldn’t default to the weakest
privacy settings. During installation, people should be notified about privacy settings and
what they mean. The company’s
vague-sounding explanations of
Windows 10’s settings do more
harm than good because they
leave room for conspiracy theorists to speculate.
So go ahead and install Windows 10. Just make sure to
change its privacy defaults. (Go
here for details.) u

The default privacy settings in
Windows 10 fall on the side of
revealing more information than
many people might want to reveal.
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 amily: Married with two chilF
dren, ages 18 and 17
Hometown: Bogota, Colombia
Best advice you’ve ever
received: “Learn from everyone, both those you admire

Martha
Poulter

W

This veteran IT leader puts a
premium on the time spent
building personal connections.

HEN MARTHA POULTER took on the

role of CIO at Starwood Hotels &
Resorts Worldwide in June 2014, she
saw a leadership team that shared
her thoughts on how technology supports business
strategy. “What really excited me in talking with the
leadership team here was the spirit of innovation
and creativity around how to continue to position
Starwood, its brand, its properties, its owners in a
leading light in a digital world,” she says. A 25-year

n

and those you hope to never
emulate.”
Next big goal: “Since my husband and I are going to be
empty-nesters, we’re looking
forward to finding some great

n
n

IT veteran who previously held several IT leadership
positions within the GE corporate family, Poulter
now leads a technology team that includes 350
corporate-based employees, 1,200 people in other
locations and 1,000 with Starwood’s outsourcing
partner. Here, she shares her ideas on IT leadership.
How did you approach taking over as CIO? I started

with a listening tour. I wanted to validate that
thinking, and get real input from those who were

destinations we have not yet visited together.”
Best vacation so far: A family
cruise in the Mediterranean
Fun fact about yourself: “English is my second language. I

spoke Spanish first. We moved
to the U.S. when I was so young
that I don’t have an accent in
English or Spanish. But I dream
in languages, depending on who
I’m dreaming about.”
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having that day-to-day interaction in the field. I
wanted to spend time walking in the shoes of our
associates, so I spent time in the call center, behind
the front desk, with sales leaders, hearing about
how they did their work, how technology enabled
them to do their work, what challenges they had
that they thought could be solved differently. And
I was not just listening but watching. Sometimes
they can’t tell you what’s going on; you have to see
it for yourself to really learn. Coming into a new
industry it’s important to understand what the
business is all about. So a big part of it was getting
feedback from the team to understand the history.
What was your biggest challenge coming into the
position? I’d break it down into two things. There

was so much that was being done, so much
change that was happening in terms of new product capabilities coming to the market, that it was
important for me to not get in the way.
No. 2, [the volume of activity] was really enlightening to me, because the amount of change
that happened in 2014 was one of the biggest
technology outputs for the organization. So we
had to meet the speed-to-market demand that
was happening, and we had to find more efficient
ways to deliver products so we could meet that
speed demand.

How many deliverables came online in 2014? There

were several multiyear initiatives and carry-overs.
The exact amount of releases is impressive: It’s in
the thousands. [Starwood had 3,203 application
releases in 2014.]
What was your biggest achievement during your
first year? I think about it more as what the team

achieved. The team had a record year of delivery
with a record year of new functionality that is
helping us to stand out in the marketplace. What
enabled us to do that is a foundation that we set
over time around our development processes, our
testing processes and our production processes
that made us more efficient. Of course, we’re never done. So we’re pursuing the next generation of
that, with our DevOps road map that will look to
automate a ton more of the deployment activity
and get us to the next level of speed-to-market.

Coming into a new industry it’s important
to understand what the business is all
about. So a big part of it was getting
feedback from the team.
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think of those as competitive differentiators. The
third [reason for in-house development] is where
something hasn’t been invented at all; for example, the SPG Keyless has never been done before.
What’s the SPG Keyless? SPG is Starwood Preferred

Guest, and the SPG Keyless is the ability to use a
mobile app and mobile phone to request a digital
key and a room assignment to be delivered to the
phone to bypass the check-in process at the hotel,
to go directly to your room and unlock the door
with your phone and the SPG app.

What’s on the agenda moving forward? I would kind

Do you do a lot of in-house development? We do.

Obviously we have some off-the-shelf, but we’ve
found that for the type of scale, the type of global
solutions we were working on, at the time the
solutions were needed, we were better suited to
develop them ourselves. Second, we develop [programs] ourselves where we have a unique value
proposition that hasn’t been created out there; we

of break it into three buckets. One, as a business
we have a big agenda around growth, and technology plays a big role in that. We’ve introduced
a new brand, we’re working on revitalizing other
brands, so there’s all the work that goes into that,
such as guest-facing capabilities for those brands.
Another dimension of growth is continuing to
drive personalization for guests. We’ve already
done a lot in that space.
The second dimension separate from growth is
how do we continue to bring value to our owners.
And so there, from a technology perspective, we’re
focused on the next generation of analytics and being able to deliver solutions with speed-to-market.
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The third dimension is one that’s ever evolving, and that’s cybersecurity. So making sure that,
as that area continues to evolve, we continue to
evolve with it.

we’ve invested in revenue management capabilities that do that analysis for us and arm our revenue management teams with analytics to make
the right decisions.

What’s a unique IT challenge in the hospitality industry? I’ll give you the “aha” that came to me

What can others learn from your aha moment? Walk-

as I came into this industry. To me it was really
around inventory and how we price it. I came
into this and thought, “We know our inventory, it
doesn’t move, we don’t have to track it. And clearly we have been pricing since the dawn of time.”
But it turns out it’s a huge problem, it’s probably
the biggest analytics problem we have going.
One of the things we’ve done is invest in that
problem. We’re investing in very sophisticated
analytics that take into account our own historical
data, external market data, and have a very strong
sense of time. You can imagine a hotel in Vermont
in ski season is going to have a different pricing strategy than a hotel in Miami in August. All
that differentiation sounds intuitive, but if you’re
booking those properties today for 2016 versus
today for this weekend, it’s going to have a very
different sense of urgency for us.
So it’s how do we take that into account and
how do we leave space for groups, which is a big
part of our business. There’s a lot to consider. So

ing a mile in the business partners’ shoes is time
well spent, because you really get to understand
the challenges in-depth from their expertise and
you uncover these kinds of things that aren’t obvious coming into it.
You’ve talked in the past about the importance of
personal connections. Do you think IT pros are unfairly labeled as having a difficult time making those
connections? I think for most of us, if you do a

Myers-Briggs [personality] test, we tend to be on
the introverted part of the scale. I think the part
that doesn’t hold true with the introverted stereotype is that most of us have strong ideas about

Walking a mile in the business partners’
shoes is time well spent, because you
really get to understand the challenges
in-depth from their expertise.
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what makes sense and we want to make those ideas
come to life. So we’re really in sales. You have to
get people to agree to your ideas, and so you have
to be able to evolve these soft skills and communication and negotiation skills. The people who are
successful, whether they stay technical or expand
into management, are successful because they can
influence and negotiate and they have technical
skills. It’s and not or; they can do all those things.
How do you build those personal connections, particularly as a CIO? We all have a ton of things going

on, and this notion of spending time to connect
with others seems to fall to the bottom of the list.
But there’s no substitution for spending time on
this. [In the past] I blocked out time on my calendar called catch-up time, meaning catch up with
others. I’d walk around or dial up people.
Now I do less calendaring, because social networking allows us to have more frequent reminders to pick up that phone or drop them a line.
And being in the top position makes me think
about how I can facilitate others wanting to do the
same thing.
But in professional settings, relationships that
matter are built on a foundation of trust, and trust
is built on seeing each other in action. So finding
ways to work together and finding ways to come

together for problem-solving I have found are very
effective ways to develop those bonds of trust.
You had a long tenure at GE at a time when IT professionals had a reputation for moving around a lot. Do
you think IT undervalues longevity? I don’t know if

IT does. I think the business world went through
a period where the belief was that, if you weren’t
moving every 18 to 24 months, you were stagnating in your career. That position has changed. But
I would say that early in one’s career moving more
often seems appropriate, but as you grow, it’s appropriate to stay longer because you’re developing strategy and if you don’t stay long enough in your role to
develop it, implement it and see it through, then it’s
very difficult to know if you are an effective leader. u
Interview by MARY K. PRATT, a Computerworld
contributing writer in Waltham, Mass.
(marykpratt@verizon.net).

[IT] people who are successful . . . are
successful because they can influence and
negotiate and they have technical skills.
It’s and not or.
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6 Traits
of Rising
IT Stars
What qualities put IT pros on the fast track to the top? We talk with five
up-and-coming execs — and their CIOs — to find what sets them apart
(and what you can do to make your star rise, too). BY TRACY MAYOR

A

LL AMBITIOUS IT

professionals know
they need impeccable technical skills,
a strong work ethic and a gift
for fostering collaboration

BELLE MELLOR

in order to rise through the
ranks. But beyond that, what X
factor sets future leaders apart
from their colleagues — and
what habits can you adopt to
put yourself on a similar path?

To find out, Computerworld
talked with five senior-level
technologists, all of whom have
been designated by their CIOs
as rising stars with the potential
to someday claim seats in the

executive suite.
Here’s what these folks have
in common: They gravitate
toward big, gnarly projects;
they build and lead high-performance teams; they live and
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breathe business strategy; they
learn from failure; and they
lead with humility. And maybe
most importantly, they love this
stuff — for real.
“I love projects with high risk
and lots of constraints because
the deliverable hasn’t been
prescripted,” says Mike Gritz,
senior management analyst for
the Las Vegas city government,
echoing sentiments expressed
by all of his fellow rising stars.
“If we screw up, at least we
tried — and learned what didn’t
work. But more often than not,
we come up with something
that really shines.”
Here’s a rundown of the key
traits, along with advice from the
five up-and-comers on ways to
hone your own leadership skills.

1. They Take on Big,
Gnarly Projects

All midcareer IT professionals work on big projects; what
sets rising stars apart is their

tendency to run toward, rather than away from, the train
wrecks that nobody else wants
to tackle.
“Give me the biggest, hairiest, most complex problems,”
says Kirsten Wolberg, vice president of technology at PayPal
in Palo Alto, Calif. “I really like
challenges that don’t have an
obvious solution, projects with
a lot of tentacles and a lack of
clear ownership and direction.
I like collaborating and building
teams to solve problems.”
Wolberg got her wish at PayPal — and then some. For the
past 10 months, she has led a
team overseeing the separation
of PayPal from its former par-

ent company, eBay. It’s a project
that encompasses not just technology but also HR, financial
and legal issues — literally every
department of the business is
involved.
Co-workers kidded Wolberg,
saying she must have ticked off
someone upstairs to get stuck
with such a convoluted project,
but in fact she raised her hand
to take the lead.
While some 800 people from
various domains worked on
the separation at various times,
Wolberg herself had only three
direct reports. That created an
additional challenge, because
it meant she had to manage
through relationships and influ-

I love projects with high risk and lots of
constraints because the deliverable hasn’t
been prescripted.
MIKE GRIT Z , SENIOR MANAGEMENT ANALYST, CITY OF LAS VEGAS
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ence, rather than taking advantage of her position in the chain
of command.
That’s a hallmark that sets
rising stars apart from their
colleagues, says Martha Heller,
president of Heller Search Associates, which specializes in
recruiting CIOs and seniorlevel IT directors. It’s one thing
to manage a project — even a
large one with multiple moving
parts — within the domain of
IT, Heller says. But it takes a different level of talent to manage
cross-functional initiatives that
have the potential to transform
the business. “It’s being able
to have a strategic idea, go get
funding for it, lead people who
don’t report to you, and manage
resistance to change,” she says.
Wolberg says she loved it all.
“I would call it a once-in-a-lifetime career opportunity,” she
says.
Her manager seems pretty
happy, too. “Kirsten has the

business and industry knowledge, technical acumen, emotional intelligence and pure
determination to move mountains,” says CTO James Barrese.
Rising stars are the ones
most willing to take on difficult
projects with eagerness, agrees
Joanne Wilken, senior vice
president of business relationship and systems delivery at
Scottrade Financial Services in
St. Louis.
One such IT pro in Wilken’s
organization, Vicki Schumacher, vice president of process
governance and reporting, is
currently immersed in a multi
year project to launch and
implement the COBIT 5 governance framework at Scottrade.
“As the owner of process governance, this was a natural fit
for me, but it’s a big challenge
because COBIT 5 is new to the
industry,” says Schumacher,
who notes that part of her job is
to help others understand what

the framework is and what it
does for the organization, and
how the changes will impact
them personally.
Tackling multi-tentacled
projects that break new ground
inside an organization — and
beyond — is all in a day’s work
for a rising IT star.
In Las Vegas, Gritz’s manager says he relies on Gritz to
handle nonstandard requests
for services that require him to
partner with outside agencies
— sometimes very reluctant
agencies. “Mike is consistently
at the forefront of those technologies and services in government that don’t currently have a
prescribed plan or process,” says
Joseph Marcella, the city’s CIO
and director of information
technologies. “He’s not encumbered by the standard government technology boundaries.”
Gritz was instrumental in
getting free Wi-Fi service delivered to the downtown Las Ve-

Give me the
biggest,
hairiest,
most complex
problems.
KIR STEN WOLBERG,
VICE PRESIDENT OF
TECHNOLOGY, PAYPAL
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gas area — at no cost to the city,
which didn’t want to actually
manage the service, just facilitate its implementation. Large
carriers like Verizon weren’t
interested in providing free WiFi; that meant Gritz had to negotiate with smaller companies.
In exchange for the free service
the city desired, he could offer
only some modest advertising
opportunities and a bucketful
of civic goodwill — but he prevailed.
“When you’re doing highrisk projects at low or no cost,
you need to get innovative with
your partners,” Gritz says.

2. They Build and Lead
High-performance Teams

As technologists move up in an
organization, their work becomes less hands-on and more
about managing the people who
are hands-on.
It’s not a task everyone is
equally suited for, Heller says.

When you become a leader, the job
becomes less about technology and
more about people, and people don’t
behave like zeros and ones.
SEAN VALC AMP, DIRECTOR OF IT, AVNET

Plenty of managers can keep a
team functioning on time and
under budget, but it takes a special talent to hire and nurture a
workforce that executes at peak
efficiency and excellence.
“If I’m a vice president hiring
a director of IT, ultimately what
I want to know is, ‘Can this
person succeed me?’” Heller
says. “Do they have to have the
capacity in a tight job market to
develop and mobilize a team?”
Sean Valcamp, who started
and built up a solutions integration practice at Avnet, is mindful that his performance is only
as good as the 11 people he oversees. “When you become a lead-

er, the job becomes less about
technology and more about
people, and people don’t behave
like zeros and ones,” he says.
Valcamp is currently director
of IT at the Phoenix-based global electronics distribution company, and he’s also responsible
for enterprise architecture, IT
security and enterprise effectiveness. His No. 1 priority is to
ensure that his team is continually developing. “I tell them, ‘I
don’t want you to tread water, I
want you to swim,’” he says.
Tim Raymond, too, credits
his communication skills for
his ability to successfully lead a
tech team. As director of cam-
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pus and Web applications at
California State Polytechnic
University, Pomona, Raymond
leads a team of 18 IT staffers,
but he frequently must build
cross-functional partnerships
with university employees who
aren’t versed in technology. “I
can speak tech to anybody at
their level — whether it’s geekto-geek or to people who are
afraid of technology — and that
serves me well in this position,”
he says.
Raymond says he has learned
that time spent nurturing employees always yields a good
return on investment.
“It’s tempting as an IT
manager to concentrate on
overseeing operational issues
and not spend as much time
with the people on the staff,” he
observes, “but if you put that
time into being clear and open
with your employees, the operations will take care of themselves.”

3. They Live and Breathe
Business Strategy

Every tech professional knows by
now that understanding the business is central to IT’s mission.
But exceptional technology leaders don’t just understand business strategy; they internalize it.
Scottrade’s Schumacher says
she makes a conscious effort to
“understand the mission of the
company and the culture of the
company, and the IT strategy
that our CIO and his leaders
have put together.
“I try to take that into account in everyday decisions, to
make sure I’m always setting

strategy as we move forward,”
says Schumacher, whose duties
at Scottrade include responsibility for portfolio management, IT workforce analysis, IT
work initiative and agile processes, and software development methodologies.
Strategic vision is one way
Heller and other recruiters
determine if a director-level IT
professional is ready to move up
the ladder. “We look for people
with the ability to contextualize
the work they do in the broader
context of the business and its
goals. This kind of end-to-end
process thinking — the ability

I can speak tech to anybody at
their level — whether it’s geek-togeek or to people who are afraid of
technology — and that serves me well
in this position.
TIM RAYMOND, DIRECTOR OF CAMPUS AND WEB APPLICATIONS,
CAL POLY POMONA
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to think broader than your particular role and responsibility
— means IT people are ready to
make improvements far beyond
their specific areas of expertise.”
Avnet’s vice president of IT,
Brian Chan, says that’s a quality
he values in Valcamp. “Sean is
among a rare breed of IT professionals that combines technology savviness with strategic
thinking,” Chan says. “One of
Sean’s responsibilities includes
developing Avnet’s IT strategic
plan, and his ability to connect
emerging technology with the
company’s strategic needs definitely differentiates him from
his peer group.”

4. They Learn From Failure
Like other up-and-coming IT
professionals, PayPal’s Wolberg
has learned during her tenure
in IT that career-defining projects are often the ones with the
highest degree of risk. If you’re
afraid to fail, she says, you’ll

never have a chance to prove
yourself.
Which is why Wolberg is
grateful that Barrese, her boss,
let her direct the PayPal-eBay
transition the way she wanted,
even though he thought she
might be setting herself up to
fail. “It was a big-bang implementation, which is not the way
we typically do things at PayPal,
but for this project, I believed it
was the only way we were going to be successful,” Wolberg
explains. “James said, ‘If you’re
willing to throw yourself on the
grenade, I will support you.’ You
have to believe in yourself and
be willing to take risks.”
Fortunately for Wolberg,
the separation turned out to
be “wildly successful.” But
even when that’s not the case,
there are important leadership
lessons to learn, says Heller.
“There’s a reason why ‘Tell me
about a failure’ is a standard
interview question,” Heller

says. “If you only ever do things
where you’re successful, you’re
missing out on the opportunity
to become a better leader.”
Cal Poly Pomona’s Raymond
says a round of career coaching
taught him to think of mistakes
in a new way, and he believes
that helped his leadership skills.
“Failures are just ‘unexpected outcomes,’” he says with a
laugh. “But in all seriousness,
if you can say, ‘I screwed this
up, but here’s how I’ll do it differently in the future,’ that’s a
learning opportunity.”
Raymond had one such
“learning opportunity” last year
when he led a team charged
with implementing a new campus portal.
It was the first time the university had used open source on
a campuswide scale, and Raymond recalls that “We went into
it with our eyes open, knowing
we didn’t have the skill set that
the platform was based on” — a

[It’s important
to] understand
the mission of
the company
and the
culture of
the company,
and the IT
strategy.
VICKI SCHUMACHER,
VICE PRESIDENT OF
PROCESS GOVERNANCE AND
REPORTING, SCOT TRADE
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Java-based Spring Framework
MVC application. But despite
the lack of in-house expertise,
“we felt it was the right solution,” he adds. “We said we’d
reskill folks. It was a professional development opportunity.”
Unfortunately, much of the
team got redeployed to other areas before they could master the
new programming techniques.
The portal is hardly a failure —
it’s up and running, Raymond
says — but new feature rollouts
have been slow in coming.
For him, the lesson learned
is an important one for running
a team: Either ensure that people will be granted enough time
to learn new skills, or choose
methodologies and technologies that they already know.

5. They Lead With Humility
What’s the most subtle leadership quality? Heller doesn’t
hesitate: humility. “You see
some younger people who

pride themselves on being the
smartest person in the room.
That’s not who we’re looking
for,” she says. All good leaders
understand that in some areas
they are indeed experts, but in
others, they’re students.
When hashing things out
with employees to whom he has
delegated responsibilities, Raymond says he’s careful to share
his opinion but not let it dominate the discussion. “I don’t
necessarily know everything,
and my staff knows that. I tell
folks that they should be telling
me what’s up in their areas of
expertise. If I do have an opinion, I’ll share that, but I yield to
the people who are tasked with
making the decision.”
That’s a quality valued by
Raymond’s manager at Cal
Poly Pomona, vice president
and CIO John McGuthry. “The
qualities that set Tim apart
from most young leaders are his
unique and successful ability to

My success is not about me,
it’s about the success of our
organization. I’m not trying to
‘climb the ladder.’
SEAN VALC AMP, DIRECTOR OF IT, AVNET

focus and to listen with enthusiasm — talents that are difficult
to teach,” says McGuthry.
Another innate quality of IT
pros on the rise: their tendency
to give credit to their teams
while taking little for themselves. “Without your team you
are nothing,” says Heller.
That message resonates with
Avnet’s Valcamp. “It sounds
clichéd, but I really do think
of myself as a team player,” he
says. “My success is not about
me, it’s about the success of our
organization. I’m not trying to
‘climb the ladder,’ I’m trusting
in a system that recognizes contributions to the organization.”
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6. They Love What They
Do — For Real

Passion is another all-but-clichéd
buzzword that can elicit eye
rolls, but there’s no denying the
fact that people who excel in
technology leadership do so because they’re genuinely excited
by technology — and often have
been since childhood.
For example, Gritz was a
gamer as a kid, and he first got
into programming by writing
his own PC games. As an adult,
he feeds his curiosity by picking
up new tech skills — he holds
certifications in project management and geographic information systems.

Likewise, Raymond says he
has been “hooked on computers” since discovering the Commodore PET in sixth grade. He
made his way to IT via graphic
design, a less traditional pathway. “The World Wide Web really grabbed my attention when
I first saw it,” he recalls. “It just
lit up my passion. I was coming
from a graphic-design background and there just seemed
to be a world of possibilities
there. I started working with
HTML back when you had to
code everything by hand.”
For her part, Schumacher
says she isn’t embarrassed to
make a connection between her

I truly, honestly believe in my
heart that if you don’t love what
you’re doing, people can sense
that.
KIR STEN WOLBERG, VICE PRESIDENT OF TECHNOLOGY, PAYPAL

overall approach to work and
life and her efforts to promote
agile development at Scottrade.
“A lot of what I champion as a
manager are team collaboration
and open communication, and
those are really the fundamentals of agile,” she says. “I really
truly do believe in everything
we’re doing.”
And then there’s Wolberg,
who believes so strongly that
employees should be happy and
fulfilled in their jobs that, at a
previous company, she went so
far as to make pins for her team
that said, “I  my job.”
She carried that passion with
her to PayPal. “I truly, honestly
believe in my heart that if you
don’t love what you’re doing,
people can sense that,” she says.
“It especially doesn’t work in
leadership — if I’m asking employees to be productive, seek
out challenges and collaborate,
I need to be all-in and right
there with them.” u
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Tips for Better

ENTERPRISE
SECURITYT
HE RECENT spate

Do your security policies and procedures
actually promote better security, or are
frustrated users finding ways to bypass the
rules? It’s a tricky balancing act that trips up
many organizations. BY JAIKUMAR VIJAYAN

THINKSTOCK

of data breaches at
major U.S. organizations has raised
questions about how effective
current security tools and approaches are when it comes to
dealing with emerging threats.
Private and public enterprises have spent tens of billions of
dollars to bolster security over
the past decade, yet malicious

attackers consistently succeed
in evading whatever roadblocks
are thrown their way.
The trend has led many organizations to embrace a back-tobasics approach focused equally
on people, processes and technology. Rather than viewing the
security function as a bothersome cost of doing business, a
growing number of organizations see it as a strategic enabler
of new initiatives.
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“Security and product development are
not mutually exclusive,” says Ron Green,
MasterCard’s chief information security
officer. “We don’t look at security as being a
siloed responsibility.”
Instead, MasterCard’s security specialists
are embedded with teams focused on identifying business innovations, in units such as
MasterCard Labs, Emerging Payments and
Enterprise Security Solutions, Green says.
The focus is on managing products for the
long term and using security to enhance the
cardholder experience.
“Our executive team has the expectation
that we build security into everything we

Perimeter-based
defenses are still
necessary, but by all
means insufficient
to guarantee
the security of a
computing system.
MARCO PISTOIA , SECURITY
RESEARCHER, IBM

do as a standard practice,” says Green. And
while that practice may add time to the project schedule, it’s worth the trouble. “[Security] is table stakes for customers now, and
you’re expected to deliver,” he says.
IT leaders say five key measures are needed at a strategic level to bolster security. The
manner in which these measures are implemented might vary at a tactical and operational level. But the key, users and experts
say, is to focus on the high-level goals.

1

Strengthen the
Network Perimeter

Perimeter technologies like antivirus
tools, firewalls and intrusion-detection systems have long been the mainstay of
enterprise security strategies. They work by
looking for specific markers, or “signatures,”
of known viruses and other types of malware
and then blocking the malicious programs.
Over the years, public- and private-sector
organizations alike have tended to spend
more on perimeter security tools than on
any other security product category, though
analysts have warned that perimeter defenses
alone aren’t enough to keep systems safe.
But the continuing breaches at major

organizations have hammered home the
reality that signature-based perimeter tools
are ineffective against the highly targeted
attacks of the sort employed by malicious
hackers these days. Few enterprises appear
ready to forgo perimeter technologies altogether, and many insist that the tools still
play an important role in protecting against
malware. Nonetheless, perimeter technologies as the sole, or even major, line of
defense are inadequate, says IBM security
researcher Marco Pistoia.
“Cybersecurity attacks have shown that
hackers can now bypass virtually any type of
physical restriction,” Pistoia says. “Perimeter-based defenses are still necessary, but by
all means insufficient to guarantee the security of a computing system.”
From a strategic and tactical standpoint,
it’s important for enterprises to view perimeter-based defenses as just one of the necessary links of the security chain, he says.
Equally important are pattern recognition and predictive analytics tools that can
help enterprises establish a baseline of normal network activity and then spot deviations from that behavior. Just as network
firewalls are needed at the perimeter to
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block known threats, Web application firewalls are needed to deflect the malware that
does manage to breach the outer perimeter,
says Matt Kesner, CIO at Fenwick & West, a
Mountain View, Calif.-based law firm.
“On the technology front, we are still
spending time and money on the perimeter,”
Kesner says. But instead of sticking more
signature-based blocking capabilities at the
network edge, Kesner has set up redundant
malware-blocking systems and firewalls at
all levels of the network, including in front
of the firm’s Web application servers. Fenwick & West uses a log event coordination
system that enables IT to aggregate, correlate and analyze logging and rule information from all the devices on the network.
Kesner has also deployed several products
from niche vendors for specialized functions
like inspecting directory information for
signs of suspicious privilege escalation and
searching for evidence of deeply concealed
network intruders. “We spend a lot of time
making sure the perimeter works exactly
as we intended,” Kesner says. “We assume
breaches will happen, and want to be better
guarded against it.”
A new category of specialized products

that has evolved in recent years features socalled “kill chain” tools. Available from vendors like Palo Alto Networks, these systems
not only help companies find malware; they
also enable them to monitor how hackers
use malicious programs to move inside the
network, and that information ultimately
helps users neutralize the threat. Many of
the tools are based on the premise that individual hackers and hacking groups usually
use the same malware tools and follow a set
pattern when attacking targets. So by identifying the group or groups behind an attack,
it becomes easier for organizations to mount
a defense against the specific tools and
methods that are likely to be employed.

2

Build a Detection and
Response Capability

A vast majority of the attacks against
enterprises these days are targeted
strikes carried out by organized criminal
gangs or nation state actors. The random,
scattershot attacks of the past have been
replaced by campaigns that are carefully
designed to extract corporate information,
intellectual property, trade secrets and financial data. Rather than smash and grab,

We spend a lot of
time making sure
the perimeter
works exactly as we
intended. We assume
breaches will
happen, and want to
be better guarded
against it.
MAT T KESNER, CIO, FENWICK & WEST

the emphasis most often is on lying low and
siphoning out large quantities of data in
small, mostly unnoticeable increments over
a lengthy period of time.
In such an environment, any security
strategy should place at least as much emphasis on detection and response as it does
on prevention.
“Preventative tools based on static rules
and signatures cannot stop determined,
advanced attackers from gaining a foothold,”
says Rob Sadowski, director of technology
solutions at RSA, the security division of
EMC. It’s important, therefore, to prioritize
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early detection and response to ensure that
an intrusion won’t result in business damage
or loss, he says.
To drive this change, IT leaders need to
use tools that give them more granular visibility into what is happening across their
infrastructure, Sadowski says.
It’s necessary, for instance, to augment existing log-centric monitoring with network
packet capture and endpoint-monitoring
technologies that enable security administrators to get a more complete picture of
attacker activity.
Use of identity management, identity
governance and behavioral analytics tools is
also vital in spotting and limiting the impact
of compromised credentials and identities,
Sadowski says.
MasterCard’s Green says organizations
need to take a multilayered approach to
security. “If you’re only looking one way, you
can’t cover all that you need to,” he says, referring to enterprises that rely too heavily on
signature-based perimeter security.
That multilayered approach should include a means of guarding against insider
attacks, not just external attacks. “Internal
threats are often more challenging,” Green

explains. “So you should have a robust and
layered security program that addresses
both [internal and external threats] and
allows you to quickly identify and remedy
situations as they arise.”

3

Secure Code Development

Vulnerable Web applications have
often provided hackers with relatively easy access to corporate networks and data, so securing them is vital to
ensuring data integrity and confidentiality.
Common, well-understood shortcomings
like SQL Injection errors, cross-site scripting
flaws and broken authentication and session
management functions have tripped up numerous organizations. But the recent wave
of intrusions at major organizations has really driven home the need for secure code.
“If you’re developing an app, along with
that comes an expectation of security,” Green
says. “You [also] have an expectation that the
vendors from whom you purchase technology are at the top of their game when it comes
to security and privacy protection.” The same
is true of supply chain partners and other
providers of goods and services, he adds.
Hardening the software component of

If you’re developing
an app, along
with that comes
an expectation of
security.
RON GREEN, CHIEF INFORMATION
SECURITY OFFICER, MASTERCARD

a computing system is particularly tricky
because vulnerabilities can be nested deep
within the code, says IBM’s Pistoia. To prevent applications from being attacked, and
thereby safeguard data integrity, enterprises
must make security part of all the phases of
the software life cycle, and proper code review practices need to be in place, he says.
For many large organizations, manual
code review would be prohibitively expensive. So a viable alternative would be to automate the code-review process by combining
static and dynamic program analysis and by
making the code analysis process an integral
part of application development.
“Advanced application development systems now check application code on every
commit or on a periodic basis,” Pistoia says.
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They show developers the issues that need
to be remediated in succinct and easy-tofollow steps, he adds.
“The application layer has become the
latest battleground for cybersecurity and
the focus not only of security teams, but of
development and [systems development
life cycle] teams too,” says Chris Pierson,
general counsel and chief security officer at
Viewpost, a supplier of an online invoicing
and payment platform.
The focus on both static and dynamic
code reviews has become more baked into
the product development pipeline, he says,
adding that IT professionals are paying more
attention to the Open Web Application Security Project’s top 10 security risks.
Importantly, the growing adoption of
DevOps practices is giving some organizations an opportunity to integrate security at
an early stage of the software development
life cycle. “Security is a big driver for Dev
Ops adoption,” says Alan Shimel, an information security professional and editor in
chief of DevOps.com.
Developers and operations teams need
to recognize that security must be a shared
responsibility and work to integrate controls

We are still at the
stage where in most
organizations we are
trying to convince
the security guys
that DevOps can
improve security.
AL AN SHIMEL , EDITOR IN CHIEF,
DEVOPS.COM

earlier in the product life cycle. And it needs
to happen more often than what’s going on
now, he says. “We are still at the stage where
in most organizations we are trying to convince the security guys that DevOps can
improve security,” Shimel says.

4

Take Care of
The People Factor

Many of the biggest attacks in recent years have started fairly innocuously, with attackers gaining entry into
networks using log-in credentials belonging
to legitimate users such as employees, business partners or suppliers. Hackers use slick
social engineering techniques and phishing

emails to pry loose a password and username belonging to someone with access to a
corporate network and then use that initial
foothold to find and access critical enterprise systems and data stores.
The tactic, used by the intruders who
hacked Target, Home Depot, the U.S. Office of Personnel Management and other
sites, has focused attention on the need for
employees and other authorized users to be
more aware of security risks — and on the
need for training to ensure that users are
able to recognize and resist potential threats.
(For more on security awareness training,
see Security Manager’s Journal, page 33.)
“Employees really need to be aware of the
role they play in protecting company assets,”
says MasterCard’s Green.
In many cases, people with access to enterprise data don’t feel personally obligated
to protect that access. To encourage such
users to accept some responsibility for safeguarding corporate systems, Green says
MasterCard is “building a culture of learning, so we can educate employees on a regular basis about how they can keep our assets
safer, especially as new threats emerge.”
As part of the effort, MasterCard uses
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a combination of traditional training approaches and what Green describes as
“edutainment” to impart important messages. “Because criminals are always getting smarter, we have to stay a step ahead
of them in terms of awareness and protection,” he says. The idea is to impress upon
employees that they are very much a part
of the security team even though they may
not report into security. “Because of this,
creative ways to enhance our security have
emerged,” Green says, pointing to a security
initiative called SafetyNet for protecting
cardholder data that MasterCard launched
last October as one example.

5

Secure Your
Business Processes

A company can have the best security technology and still be tripped
up by bad practices and processes. That’s
why the Fenwick & West IT organization
has implemented what Kesner describes as
several small and big changes to the policies
and processes pertaining to the manner in
which sensitive data is handled.
Previously, for instance, the law firm’s
policy was to encrypt incoming and outgo-

If you want to
capture and retain
the trust of your
customers, security
and privacy will
be baked into your
culture and value
proposition.
CHRIS PIER SON, GENERAL COUNSEL AND
CHIEF SECURITY OFFICER, VIEWPOST

ing client data whenever it was possible to
do so. These days, it’s an absolute requirement. Kesner’s team has also implemented
new policies for ensuring that data on the
company’s storage-area networks is encrypted at rest and while in transit. Sensitive data
on all company laptops and desktops is supposed to be encrypted, and IT runs audits
and tests every six months to verify that it is.
The law firm has third parties and security firms come in periodically to do penetration tests and mock attacks where nothing is
off limits. “With the appropriate confidentiality agreements in place, we let security
engineers come in and try and do penetra-

tion tests on everything,” Kesner says. Afterward, the IT team asks the security firm to
come up with a list of five changes that can
be turned into actual security policies.
Fenwick & West now requires all partners
to disclose in writing the complete details of
their security practices and to acknowledge
that they in turn understand the law firm’s
security policies and processes. Partners are
required to implement a token-based form
of two-factor authentication and are no
longer permitted to use just a username and
a password to authenticate themselves to
Fenwick’s networks.
Organizations of all kinds are taking
similar approaches. Cybersecurity is a top
priority, and leadership teams and boards of
directors recognize this fact. “Directors want
and demand to know what the company’s
cybersecurity stance and position is from a
controls, governance and operational perspective,” says Viewpost’s Pierson. “If you
want to capture and retain the trust of your
customers, security and privacy will be baked
into your culture and value proposition.” u
is a freelance technology writer specializing in computer security and privacy topics.
VIJAYAN
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These organizations are putting
their mobile apps to the test,
driving real ROI with lower costs
and new revenue. BY TAM HARBERT

M

OBILE APPS aren’t

just for retailers and
banks anymore. A
wide variety of businesses are using apps to attract
and retain customers, create a
powerful new marketing channel
or give their employees or business partners tools that enable
them to be more efficient and
productive.
“Mobile is now on the minds

Mobile Apps
that Deliver ROI
THINKSTOCK
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of even the most conservative companies
— everyone from local government to furniture makers to chemical manufacturers,”
says Jason Wong, an analyst at Gartner. “It’s
almost becoming a detriment if you’re not
rolling out mobile apps to your workers or
your business partners.”
Earlier this year, the IDG Enterprise
Digital Edge 25 awards program honored
25 organizations that are using digital technologies to transform the way they do business. The experiences of two of the winners
— Horizon NJ Health and DMEautomotive
— illustrate how mobile applications can
improve efficiency and grow revenue.

Health Insurer
Broadens Its Horizons

How do you deliver healthcare to a man who
lives under a bridge?
That was the challenge facing Horizon NJ
Health as it entered a new market created
by a Medicaid program that the state of New
Jersey launched in July 2014. The program,
Managed Long Term Services and Supports
(MLTSS), was designed to provide care to
poor, disabled and elderly people. Unlike
any previous program, MLTSS required Ho-

THINKSTOCK

rizon to deliver services outside of the traditional healthcare system.
“At the core of this program are care managers, nurses and social workers who spend
the majority of their time out with people, in
people’s homes, in the community — meeting people wherever they might be, including under bridges,” says Erhardt Preitauer,
senior vice president of government programs at Horizon Blue Cross Blue Shield of

New Jersey and CEO of Horizon NJ Health,
New Jersey’s largest Medicaid plan.
Disadvantaged people often have multiple chronic illnesses, including mental
health problems, which makes them the
highest-cost members of any healthcare system. In fact, the 5% of Medicaid beneficiaries with the highest costs account for more
than half of all Medicaid spending. Last year,
total Medicaid spending was more than
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$475 billion, so that 5% represents more
than $237 billion in spending.
Blue Cross Blue Shield of New Jersey
created the Horizon NJ Health subsidiary
specifically to enter the MLTSS market.
“The goal was to be able to engage these
members, understand their individual needs
and then bring together a set of coordinated
services,” says Preitauer. That would not
only enable better healthcare, but also help
curb costs.
But first, it had to enroll customers. That
meant taking potential members through a
500-question healthcare assessment interview that lasted two to three hours. The information would be submitted to the state to
qualify people for the program and would be
used to help design a healthcare plan. Handling such a task in the field would be highly
inefficient, and it would be prone to error if
it were done on paper. Mobile technology
was the obvious way to go.
The IT department worked with EXL
Landa, the provider of Horizon’s medical management platform, CareRadius, to
customize the application so it would work
well in the field. They decided to use tablets
— specifically, Dell Venues — because they

At the core of this program are care managers,
nurses and social workers who spend the majority
of their time out with people . . . meeting people
wherever they might be, including under bridges.
ERHARDT PREITAUER, SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT OF GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS, HORIZON BCBSNJ

wanted devices that were lightweight, had
touchscreens and were small enough to be
carried discreetly. “You can imagine some
of the places that [care managers have to go]
aren’t the safest places in the world, so we
wanted something that was relatively low
profile, that wouldn’t be a target for theft,”
says Douglas Blackwell, senior vice president and CIO at Horizon BCBSNJ.
The team also customized the front-end
interface to make data entry as fast and efficient as possible. Included were features
such as response-based logic that eliminated
unnecessary data entry. Moreover, care
managers were given BlackBerry devices for
both voice and data transmission.
Horizon hired new managers and retrained current managers to use the tablets.
Ease of use was critical, since the job is dif-

ficult enough without having to deal with
technical snafus. “If you do this wrong, your
care managers just quit,” says Preitauer.
The team made some adjustments as it
rolled out the system. The BlackBerries,
which Horizon originally intended to use to
create mobile hotspots, had poor connectivity in some locations, so Horizon added Verizon Jetpacks for data transmission. It also
quickly realized that field workers’ needs
were different from those of other Horizon
employees who worked remotely — primarily people who work from home. If a tablet
wasn’t working, a field worker needed it
fixed or replaced immediately. So Horizon
created a dedicated help desk.
A little more than a year into the program,
Horizon has signed up about 11,000 people
and is on its way to doubling that number,
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says Preitauer. Moreover, Horizon has the
highest member satisfaction scores of any
MLTSS provider in the state. It also has the
largest market share (about 53%, compared
to about 30% for its closest competitor)
and the highest profitability. According to
Preitauer, those profits have come not from
cutting services, but from reducing costs by
moving patients off of the street and into coordinated, well-managed care settings.
He tells the story of one homeless man
who suffered from several chronic ailments,
including kidney disease and mental illness.
Through the program, Horizon found him
a bed in an assisted living facility. “Once
he had a roof over his head and food in his
stomach, we were able to start working on
his medical issues,” says Preitauer. “Now he
visits the doctor two to three times a week.”

Automotive Marketer
Connects With Drivers

DMEautomotive is a provider of marketing
services to car dealerships, manufacturers
and after-market service providers.
The company continually researches potential new marketing channels and prides
itself on using data-driven insights to help

THINKSTOCK

its customers improve the profitability of
their own customer loyalty programs, says
Mike Martinez, chief marketing officer at
DMEautomotive.
The Daytona Beach, Fla.-based company
had watched the rise of mobile communications, and three years ago decided to add a
mobile app to its other marketing channels
of direct mail, email and phone. “We saw a
very real opportunity to disrupt the industry
with mobile technology,” says Martinez. “By
offering a product that was relevant, feature-

rich and highly adaptable in a timely fashion, we saw the potential to grab a very large
share of the market.”
The app, called Driver Connect, is branded by individual dealers. It’s designed to enable DMEautomotive customers to establish
and maintain contact with their own customers so they can build relationships and,
for example, entice drivers to bring their
cars in for service on a regular basis. After
downloading the app, drivers register their
cars by entering their vehicle identification
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numbers (VIN) into the system. DMEautomotive then integrates the data entered by
individual users with data from many other
sources, including manufacturers’ recommended service schedules. With the VIN
and other information in place, the system
can, for example, tell drivers about special
offers or send alerts when cars are due for
service.
The most important business requirement was integrating the app into DMEautomotive’s marketing and publishing engines, says Martinez. The company receives
and integrates thousands of data streams a
day, and then sends customized messages in
conjunction with dealerships’ CRM systems,
which in the automotive industry are called
dealership management systems (DMS). All
data is updated daily, so if John Q. Motorist
gets an oil change a week early, the schedule
for his next alert will be adjusted.
A critical requirement was developing a
library of APIs that would allow integration
with different DMS platforms and the computer systems of third-party vendors without
having to recompile the app for each linkage. For example, a dealership might buy the
app but then decide to use another vendor’s

By offering a product that was relevant, featurerich and highly adaptable in a timely fashion, we
saw the potential to grab a very large share of the
market.
MIKE MARTINE Z , CHIEF MARKETING OFFICER, DMEAUTOMOTIVE

tool for service reminders. The API layer
had to be flexible enough to integrate that
third party’s system with DMEautomotive’s
publishing engine so the two systems would
work together seamlessly, says Martinez.
There was a learning curve for both
DMEautomotive and dealerships. For example, DME originally set up the app to
automatically send out recall notifications,
but dealers didn’t like it. “Sometimes, alerting the consumer about recalls only creates
problems,” Martinez explains. For minor
recalls, notification via less urgent channels,
such as postal mail, is often sufficient. And
for some major recalls, immediate notifications can be problematic because the dealership may need time to order new parts to replace the defective equipment. In the Takata
airbag recall (which affects 33 million cars),

for example, dealers didn’t necessarily have
replacement airbags in stock. “It’s better to
let the manufacturer deal with that,” he says.
“You don’t want to make the consumer any
more nervous.” DME has since made recall
notification features configurable.
Dealerships had to learn how to promote
the app to customers. DMEautomotive puts
a lot of resources into training initiatives,
such as efforts to show dealers how to put
QR codes on signage and brochures, says
Martinez. Part of the training also involves
managing expectations. It’s unrealistic, for
example, for a dealership to expect the app
to generate thousands of downloads and
an immediate increase in business. Rather,
using the app is an incremental process of
building up the channel.
Mills Chevrolet in Moline, Ill., has been
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using the app for about 18 months, says Tobias Baskind, the dealership’s parts and service operations director. DMEautomotive
helped design a QR code for the dealership
and suggested creative ways to get customers to download and register the app. For example, any customer with the app is entitled
to $10 off for each service visit, says Baskind.
Today, the app is the fastest-growing part
of DMEautomotive’s business, by revenue
on a percentage basis, according to Martinez. He considers it a competitive differentiator that shows how the company uses data
to strengthen and prove its effectiveness.
After two years and with 900 dealerships
using the app, the company has hard ROI
data to show its customers. For example,
drivers who use the app come in for service
more often, averaging half a visit more per
year than people who don’t use the app. If
a dealership has 1,000 app customers, that
translates to 500 more service visits annually. At an average price of $292 per visit, that’s
an incremental $146,000 in service revenue
each year, says Martinez.
Customers are shopping with the app as
well. App users are 73% more likely to purchase a vehicle than people who don’t use

the app. And app users spend an average
of 7% more per purchase, he says. In fact,
the app is an effective way for a dealership
to target it most loyal customers, and it influences other customers to become more
loyal, says Martinez.
Baskind agrees. At Mills Chevrolet, the
customer retention rate has risen on a percentage basis from the mid-50s to the low80s since the dealership started using the
app — though Baskind acknowledges that
the improvement can also be attributed in
part to other marketing efforts, including
the dealership’s first TV ad campaign. As
of mid-August, Mills had 1,486 customers
who had registered their cars in the app.
That represents only 2% of the dealership’s
customer base, but Baskind says he’s pleased
with the number.
“That’s over 1,400 people who don’t want
to go anywhere else but here,” he says.
And the low initial adoption rate means
there’s plenty of opportunity to increase
customer loyalty and service revenue via the
app. Specifically, Mills Chevrolet sees potential in continuing to promote the app as
younger people — who are the biggest users
of apps — buy more cars.

Change Is in the Air

While early versions of the app have been
successful, DMEautomotive must continually update it to keep up with changes in the
iOS and Android operating systems, and
with changes in smartphone hardware. For
example, Apple’s new Retina display has had
a major impact on the photos and icons in
Driver Connect, says Martinez. And when
Apple Pay was introduced, DME updated
the app to enable users to pay for repairs using that service.
The company plans to support other payment methods as well, but it will have to
integrate the app with dealership accounting systems in order to do so.
Change is the norm in the mobile market.
Research firm Gartner predicts that by 2017,
50% of existing enterprise mobile apps will
need to be replaced or rewritten. And as enterprises continue to update their apps and
deploy new ones, Wong says they will likely
be on the lookout for new tools to simplify
the app development process. u
is a Washington, D.C.-based writer
specializing in technology, business and
public policy.
HARBERT
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Journal
Security Manager’s

Of Black Hat and Training
Our manager digs deep into the issues at the
hacker expo, then he tackles security awareness
training back at the office. BY MATHIAS THURMAN

IN THE PAST FEW WEEKS, I was

and RSA to all security profesable to dig deep into security
sionals, regardless of level.
issues (by attending the Black
They’re conveniently spaced
Hat security conference), and
about six months apart, making
then concentrate on the basics
it easier to get your boss’s ap(by getting our emproval to attend.
FIND FULL COVERAGE of IT
security at computerworld.com/
ployees to fulfill our
Black Hat is a
category/security0
security awareness
combination of
requirements). Both
in-depth, mostly
were highly satisfying.
hands-on training and briefings
Black Hat came first. If
on various security topics, typiyou’re able to attend just a
cally with a focus on security
couple of conferences per year,
weaknesses. I’m interested in
I highly recommend Black Hat
briefings in which the present-

ers demonstrate a successful
hack or compromise of something very interesting or familiar. This year’s quintessential
Black Hat presentation demonstrated the ability to remotely
control connected-car functions. It’s the sort of thing that
really sets Black Hat apart.
Of course, Black Hat also has
the obligatory expo floor, and
I enjoyed the opportunity to
meet with vendors that I currently use or am considering. It’s
easier to ask pressing questions
in a venue like that than it is to
schedule individual meetings
and then sit through a bunch of
marketing slides before getting
to the real substance.
One stop on the floor was at
Palo Alto Networks. We’ve recently deployed that company’s
advanced firewall, and I had
some questions about the new
interface in the latest version.
Also, I’m currently in the market for a new SIEM tool, and

Trouble
Ticket
At issue: Everyone
has to take security
awareness training in
order for the company to
be PCI-compliant.
Action plan: First
use a carrot, not a
stick, but then sic HR on
recalcitrant employees.

there were plenty of vendors
to visit. I was able to knock out
four in-depth product demos
in less than three hours! And of
course, Black Hat wouldn’t be
much fun without some cool
parties and networking events,
and what better place for that
sort of thing than Las Vegas?

Training Tribulations

Prior to departing for Black
Hat, I had set up our yearly
security awareness training for
employees and contractors.
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We purchased subscriptions
to two of the SANS Institute’s
Securing the Human training
programs, one for end users and
one for developers. I like these
SANS programs. They’re easy
to deploy; they do a good job of
keeping track of the users who
have completed the training;
they have high-quality content,
with both breadth and depth of
security information; and the
material is frequently updated,
which is important given the
fast pace of change in security
and technology. I also like the
brevity of the training, which is
more about substance than storytelling, so our employees can
cover a good deal of ground in a

reasonable amount of time.
There was just one problem:
Employees weren’t completing
the training. After two weeks,
only 40% of them had finished
it, and most hadn’t even started.
Our CEO had already sent out
a message emphasizing the
importance of the training and
reminding employees that they
all were required to complete
the course within 30 days.

Mr. Nice Guy

I didn’t want to do anything that
would make me come across as
the mean security guy. Instead
of escalating the matter to other
managers or sending out nasty
messages, I got my boss to allow

There was just one problem:
Employees weren’t completing
the training. After two weeks,
only 40% of them had finished.

me to expense several hundred
dollars’ worth of Starbucks gift
cards. I then sent a message
stating that I would be giving
out gift cards to 20 random
employees who completed the
training by the end of the third
week. And I’ll be damned! Being the nice security guy works
sometimes. The completion
rate hit 90%. Of those who
hadn’t followed through, many
were out, either on vacation or
taking some other type of leave.
I asked one of our new HR
reps to reach out to the remaining employees who were in
the office. She employed guilt,
explaining that without 100%
completion, we wouldn’t be in
compliance with the Payment
Card Industry Data Security
Standard, and we need to be
PCI-compliant in order to grow.
Guilt worked too. Within 30
days, all eligible employees had
finished the training. And I had
knocked out another PCI re-

quirement because I had forced
everyone to read — and attest
to their understanding of — our
security policy and code of conduct prior to taking the course.

Year-Round Learning

I’ll continue to use the SANS
training sporadically throughout the year as needed to make
sure people are aware of security risks. For example, if there’s a
surge in phishing attacks, I will
require all employees to complete a module related to email
security.
That’s what’s nice about having a learning management
platform and an easy way to
deliver and track training for a
large number of employees. u
This week’s journal is written by
a real security manager, “MATHIAS
THURMAN,” whose name and employer have been disguised for
obvious reasons. Contact him at
mathias_thurman@yahoo.com.
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CHECK OUT SHARKY’S BLOG, browse the Sharkives and sign up for home delivery.

Because the Boss Is
Always Right . . . Right?
THE LASER PRINTER belonging to one of the VPs isn’t
working — and the problem lands in this pilot fish’s lap.
“Without knowing the background, I was tasked with getting
the VP’s printer working,” fish says. “I unplugged the USB
cable and plugged it back in, and still the printer wasn’t connecting to the PC. I opened the top to check the toner and
caught a whiff of a circuitburning smell. When I asked
the VP about it, she said,
‘I had the director come
look at it because I saw
smoke coming out of it. He
said it was just condensation.’ Needless to say, I unplugged it right away and
we ordered a replacement
printer later that day.”

H A L M AY F O R T H I L L U S T R AT I O N

Can You
See Me Now?
This company uses a microwave setup for links in its
wide-area network, which
has worked fine — at least
in the past, says a pilot fish
at the telco that manages
the system. “We started
having a strange problem
during the day: The signal
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I installed a big, friendly graphical captcha and set it to
minimum security — users only had to identify one picture
in a group.

kept getting broken,” fish
says. “As usual, everybody
blamed everybody else.”
In the end, it looks like the
simplest way to investigate
is to walk the line-of-sight
path for the microwave
signal, checking for any
interference. But nothing
appears to be in the way.
There’s a new office building under construction
nearby, but it’s well away
from the microwave direct
path and shouldn’t be causing any problems. Then a
little patient observation
pays off: After watching
awhile, fish notices that
when a crane lifts a new

prefabricated piece of
the building into place, it
does cut across the path
to break the signal. “That
phase of construction was
finishing that day, so no
further action was needed,” says fish. “However,
any future work will be
reviewed ahead of time so
we can head off any crane
problems.”

What’s One Picture
Worth Again?
Pilot fish moves into a subdivision that has a homeowners’ association — and
when word gets around
that he’s a tech, his new

neighbors have a request.
“The homeowners association asked me to build a
website to post association
business and news,” fish
says. “I got a domain and
installed WordPress. I then
posted on Facebook that
the site was up, and users should register so they
could post, comment, etc.
And I installed a big, friendly graphical captcha and
set it to minimum security
— users only had to identify
one picture in a group. A
bit later, there was a post
on Facebook from a frustrated user who couldn’t
log in. I asked her if the

captcha was the problem.
She said yes, it asked her
to click on the house. I
asked if she had done so.
She replied, ‘Well there
was a picture of a house,
but there was also a picture of a beach that looked
like it had a house on it,
so I clicked on that.’ I uninstalled the picture captcha
and replaced it with one
that required some very
simple math.” u

your
true tale of IT life at sharky@
computerworld.com, and
you’ll score a sharp Shark
shirt if I use it.
SIMPLY SEND SHARKY
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is the co-author of The Geek Leader’s Handbook and a principal
of Leading Geeks, an education and consulting firm devoted to clarifying the
murky world of human emotion for people who gravitate toward concrete
thinking. You can contact him at info@leadinggeeks.com.

PAUL GLEN

Read This! (And Learn How to
Deliver Ultimatums Better)
IN THE COURSE of every proj-

ect, there comes at least one
moment when we have to tell
our business partners what we
need from them to get the job
done. More often than not, they
bristle at being told what to do.
They don’t like being on the
receiving end of ultimatums.
Who does?
But they especially don’t like
“those IT people” telling them
what to do. That’s because we
in IT are supposed to serve the
business, and servants are expected to take orders, not give

them. It doesn’t help that, even
though we are perceived as being in a subservient position,
we have gotten a not-entirelyundeserved reputation for
being blunt, bossy and condescending — a reputation that
makes our business partners
want to react defensively when
we ask them to do something.
More often than not, being
bossy is not our preferred mode
of operation. But sometimes we
don’t have much choice. Some
dependencies can’t be eliminated; some deadlines can’t be

fuzzed. We’re usually the ones
who are best situated to foresee
potential difficulties, and that’s
why we occasionally have to
give orders. We may be fulfilling
regulatory requirements: “You
need to test this and provide
an approval for the auditors by
Monday.” Or addressing a logistical concern: “You need to
sign a deal with the vendor by
Wednesday.” Or ensuring that
the proper process is followed —
or perhaps just bowing to office
politics: “We need your explicit
signoff on the requirements be-
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fore we start developing code.”
We don’t always realize that
our reminders may sound like
ultimatums. We think we’re
simply making statements of
fact, merely illuminating project constraints. We can’t imagine that these facts might be
interpreted as threats and demands, but they are.

Try to See It Their Way

Read the three statements in
the earlier paragraph again. You
probably see them as informative, even helpful. What you
may not realize is that our business partners hear a silent “or
else” at the end of every such
statement.
So how can we avoid triggering their umbrage and defiance? There are three distinct
things you can do:
1. Empathize with your audience’s point of view. Now that
you know that they hear you

saying, “Do this, or else,” consider how they might feel about
that. Let them know that you
understand that it sounds like
an ultimatum, assure them that
you don’t mean it that way, and
acknowledge that you understand the pressure you’re putting on them. Then take two
more simple steps.
2. Explain why the demand
has to be made.
3. Describe the benefits of fulfilling the request — and/or the
consequences of failing to do so.
Empathize, explain and describe. It’s that simple.
Here are two examples:
n “I wouldn’t ask you to do

this if it weren’t really necessary, and I realize how busy
your people are and that this
means that they will have to do
more work as we launch the
project.” (Empathize.) “But we
aren’t accountants, and we need
to understand your processes in
detail to automate them.” (Explain.) “Your detailed input will
ensure that we build a system
tailored to your needs.” (Describe the benefits.)
n “I know that it seems like
we’re asking your people to test
on the weekend because we’re
not willing to be responsible
for the quality of the system.”
(Empathize.) “The reality is

that regulations require that
users sign off on the newly deployed system.” (Explain.) “If
your people wait until Monday
to test the system, no one will
be able to use it until Tuesday.”
(Describe the consequences.)
If you can avoid turning
a project requirement into
a battle of wills, you’re more
likely to get what you need and
strengthen your stakeholder
relationships in the process. All
you have to do is make an effort to see the world from your
partners’ perspective, and then
follow up with clear communication that lets them see that
you have done that. u

Our business partners don’t like ‘those IT people’ telling
them what to do. That’s because we in IT are supposed
to serve the business, and servants are expected to take
orders, not give them.
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